MATHEMAGIC
RHOMBI
by STUDIO OVERVELDE
Instruction manual
serial number: L48PPZM0218

Congratulations on purchasing your
MATHEMAGIC RHOMBI origami lamp, a
design by Studio Overvelde. We hope that
you will love your RHOMBI to pieces!
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Important
Please read these instructions carefully,
before using your RHOMBI. Keep this
instruction manual for future reference. This
instruction manual can also be found online
on mathemagic.studioovervelde.com/aan-deslag.
For your information
The terms and conditions can be found on
mathemagic.studioovervelde.com/algemenevoorwaarden.
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Warning
• RHOMBI is not intended to be used as a toy,
because the edges of the building blocks are
sharp.
• Do not leave the device unattended while
connected to power. In case of a damaged
lighting cord, the lighting cord needs to be
replaced.
• To prevent heat generation, we strongly
suggest the use of an LED light in your
RHOMBI. Moreover, using LED lights
contributes to a cleaner environment.
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Recycling
Studio Overvelde aims to work sustainable,
but above all, the materials that we use need
to be safe. That is why we use materials with
CE marking. In your RHOMBI we use
environmentally friendly alternatives such as
a lighting cord constructed from linnen and
cotton. To protect the environment, you can
hand in your LED lights, and the lighting cord
including the !tting free of charge at a
collection point in your neighbourhood. Check
www.wecycle.nl/zoeker.
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RHOMBI origin
RHOMBI is a recon!gurable origami lamp that
can be installed as a table and "oor lamp, but
also as a ceiling lamp. RHOMBI is based on
scienti!c research, which is carried out by
physicist dr. ir. Bas Overvelde and was
published in the journal Nature in 2017.
RHOMBI is inspired by the structural diversity
and foldability of prismatic geometries, that
can be built using origami techniques.
RHOMBI is in its core a so-called rhombic
dodecahedron, a Catalan solid. Catalan solids
were described for the !rst time in 1865 by
the Belgian mathematician Eugène Charles
Catalan, in his work Mémoire sur la Théorie
des Polyèdres.

Speci!cations
Product type
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RHOMBI package contains:
• 48x building blocks
• 1x lamp holder
• 1x fabric cord, EU plug, E14 !tting
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Functionality
Your RHOMBI can be constructed as a ceiling
lamp, as well as a table and "oor lamp. In
instructions 14, 15, 22 and 23 you !nd
multiple examples. Maybe you will !nd other
surprising designs?
Share your MATHEMAGICS via Twitter or
Instagram using #mathemagic
@StudioOvervelde and win 24 MATHEMAGIC
building blocks!

Contact

Recon!gurable ceiling,
Juliana van Stolberglaan 229
"oor and/or table lamp
2595 CE The Hague
Function
Ambient lighting
The Netherlands
Serial number
L48PPZM0218
Dimensions
Max. 54x54x54 cm
studio@overvelde.com
Weight
500 gr
+31 (0) 657548138
Finish
Sand/matt
Building blocks
Polypropylene (PP)
mathemagic.studioovervelde.com
Lamp holder
Polyoxymethylene (POM)
Lighting cord
Fabric cord (200cm) incl. EU
@StudioOvervelde
https://github.com/konsav/social-icons
plug
studioovervelde
Incl. switch
No
https://github.com/konsav/social-icons
E14 !tting
Lamp !tting
# CoC: 55706657
6W
Max. power
VAT: NL 148828814B01
Suitable voor LED Yes
Suitable voor
No, because of possible
https://github.com/konsav/social-icons
incandescent light heat development we
strongly discourage this
https://github.com/konsav/social-icons
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Connect the pieces to each other
according to an imaginary rhombic
dodecahedron.
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10

11

14

15

In every step, add
one part to the
structure.

Repeat these
steps 6x.
Attention! Don't mirror
the pieces when
connecting them.
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Assemble the lamp holder to the
!tting by placing the two rings
(shown in yellow) according to the
drawing below. Next, click the 4
connectors onto the
building blocks.
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Fold the lamp in the position
that you like the most, and
!xate it with the clips on the
building blocks.

This way, you can
make multiple
table lamps.

And even
ceiling lamps!
So convenient!

Or make a di"erent lamp using the
same building blocks
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Make 6x
(see step 8)

Connect the pieces to each other
according to an imaginary
cuboctahedron.
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19

22

23

In every step, add
one part to the
structure.

Repeat 8x
Attention! Don't mirror
the pieces when
connecting them.
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Assemble the lamp holder to the
!tting by placing the two rings
(shown in yellow) according to the
drawing below. Next, click the 4
connectors onto the
building blocks.
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Fold the lamp in the position
that you like the most, and !xate
it with the clips on the
building blocks.

This way, you can make a table lamp.

And even
ceiling lamps!
So convenient!

